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WRITING REVIEWS ON SHOWS
 I’VE NEVER WATCHED

-Caroline Concannon, Sophomore Writer

I know nothing about these shows. Let me give you my thoughts.

The Office 
 Trick question. This one is about everything except the office. I never thought that I would 
be so interested in a show that explores all of the sources of a business and keeps the busi-
ness itself a mystery. Random warehouses? Trucks bringing things places? It’s like Under-
cover Boss but it’s for undercover businesses. This show has my full attention and I love 

it. The reveal is going to be so beyond worth the while. Can’t wait to know which office it 
actually is. 

The Walking Dead 
This show seems really messed up and probably necrophilic. Lol, can I even say that? This 

show seems crazy? Like, digging people out of their graves and forcing them to walk all 
weird. Not my favorite kind of puppet show. The Muppets are better. 

Game of Thrones
The most bizarre game show there ever was. So many seating options. I didn’t think a game 
of musical chairs could look so glamorous and so violent at the same time. Going into it, I 

obviously new the stakes–but killing the people who didn’t get to a throne by the time ‘The 
Entertainer’ stopped playing. Insanely graphic to the point where it took me out of the show 
but I also appreciated how up front they were being with the audience. Gotta know the end-

ing to truly play the game, ya feel me? 

Breaking Bad
I know they said it would be bad, but I didn’t think it would be this bad. So many things 
were broken. There wasn’t one thing in the show that looked the way it was supposed to 
look. Nothing went the way it should have. Broken, broken that. They talked a ton about 

breaking, but what about fixing? Fixing good seems like an awesome spin-off opportunity. 
HGTV, cut me that check.

Gossip Girl
 OK this one pissed me off. You make the entire show about Gossip Girl and then reveal 

in the end that Gossip Girl was a duck the whole time?!?!?! Just stop. This show seriously 
drives me insane. 

Storage Wars
This show has great tests of what can possibly be stored. Here is some brilliant insight from 
my dear friend always asking the most important questions, “Who can use packing peanuts 

more efficiently?” - Diego Gonzalez, TV Aficionado ‘25
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